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Bill nye energy worksheet

For many of us Bill Nye is part of our childhoods, playing that important role as teacher and publisher of science when our affected minds may not have thought to ask why. With his television show he taught us why science is amazing by examining the details of how everything works, and he remains an advocate of science education and exploration. Bill is still busy — always
busy. His recent book Undisputed examines the details of evolutionary theory in a way that demonstrates how it lies in scientific method—essentially explaining how science works and why a theory is not necessarily a short-term inference. And Bill is working with General Electric #EmojiScience Lab to continue its history of igniting childhood interest in science, this time using new
locations of online media. We caught up with Bill to learn about her methods, her bowties, and how she works. Location: Most of the time with a tour of New York Los Angeles is often enough. Current gig: CEO, Planetary Society, empowers Citizens of Earth to advance space science and exploration, know the universe and our place within it. A term that best tells you how you
work: Focused Current Mobile Device: iPhone 6 (regular size) Current computer: Is the MacBook Air like your workspace setup? Desk with keypad less than desktop surface. I connect large monitors, external speakers, and external keyboards to my laptop at my home in Studio City, at the Planetary Society in Pasadena, and in my apartment in New York. The laptop has portability
with the full capacity of the desktop- when I finally sit still. G/O Media can find a commissioni also has several coffee brewing technologies in each location. Can't you live without what apps, software or tools? Microsoft Word.Scanner - .pdf files to create documents. Virtually every single day, often twice or four times a day, I use embark to find subway programs in New York. I rely
on everyday weather apps. I take a great many photos with my phone everyday as well. Love TurboScan. What's your best time saver shortcut or life hack? I like scans and engineering samples and contract signing pages using postal mail or shipping instead. I do this because it's easier, faster and more reliable. It also requires less energy and less resources. Soon the electronic
signature will be safe and reliable enough, and soon the sketches will be done with the stylity on my tablet at the level of quality that is good enough, for electronic transmission. Is that life hacking or changing over time? I remind everyone, the email goes the same way. It does not guarantee that anyone will act on it, agree with it, or even read it for hours and days ;-) What is your
favorite to-do list manager? I rely heavily on note cards and paper with pens to store information outside my body - but my pocket । Phone-to-list often become too long to be useful. My eyes and brain overlook key objects. Handwriting and symbols have subtle information Line items that still help me address a list or sequence of tasks or tasks. Compare a paper market list with
cross-items with an electronic inventory, from which items have been removed. In addition to your phone and computer, what gadgets can't live without you and why? Coffee maker of different descriptions and abilities. I like the effects of caffeine, but perhaps more important is the rite of hot cups and delightful fragrances. Being a communicator of science for many years, do you
change your methods and develop media as friendly? Emojis are great. The development emoji that were engaging in recent videos, but what makes viewers get out of that piece comes from most words. Emoji are very smiley after it's like a face drawn on the notes. Animations are great- however, I claim there's nothing more compelling than performance with physical objects.
Generators are good as far as they go by seeing the animations of the driving mechanism, but they are not as valuable as paddling bicycles to power different styles of a light bulb, or better yet, light bulbs. Do you have any special methodology for distilling complex concepts into explanations of easy understanding of complex concepts? Discuss, debate, analyze, think, what
exactly it is that you want to get the audience, audience or student. Then be very disciplined in the words you use to tell the story. I've met dozens of people, maybe hundreds, who don't combine the word fracking with the word fracturing for example. Poisonous frogs and venomous snakes use toxins for very different reasons. But if you, as student, don't know the word venomous,
well, I've blown it up as a teacher. About your recent book, what kind of tools do you use to manage large writing projects? For most things, Microsoft Word is how I roll; I count words and arrange paragraphs and chapters constantly, sometimes a day or even several times an hour — be it with handwritten notes, notes, and more notes. At the Planetary Society, we use a great
many Google docs; They are well suited for a shared file. I also trust the screenwriter for his screenplay, which could get options this week (how good that would be?!!) ... What everyday thing are you better than everyone else? I seem to excel at tying bow ties. It's from a recruiting attraction with drills and knots. I also look particularly good at egg hunting. That my friends and
business colleagues can't spawn hunting is engaging in a different, and disturbing, way of course. Boil water. Add a few ml of white vinegar. Crack the eggs. Whirl the water. Drop eggs into boiling boiling water. Adjust the heat. Come back in three minutes and scoop out the eggs with your bare hands.. । No wait, I mean with a spoon, a slot spoon, if you have one. Eggs are
amazing. They in dozens of ways Can be used, in hundreds of recipes, and while.. । Read more What do you hear while you work? When I'm recycling the constant flow of paper that I'm not asked to achieve The bits of paper from which I've extracted the necessary information, I listen to swing-era music. When I'm writing a book, it's silence — no music. When I'm having some
fun, like vacuuming, it's the top 20 on satellite radio. I crank uptown funk as loud it will go. When I'm working out, it's a combination of these styles on wireless headphones. When I'm doing something fun and dangerous, like riding your bike or a city bike in Manhattan, it's no music. Riders with headphones are, in my opinion, asking for trauma. What are you currently reading? It
changes everything by Naomi Klein (and email it from you...). G/O Media A Commission $46 Can You Be More of Introvert or Extrovert? I'm an extrovert, I guess. However, when I am focused, I am not much for dialogue with others. What is your sleep routine? I'm in the middle of a night owl and an early riser. I wake up about 7:00. I rarely need an alarm. When I'm traveling and
the time zone is a 'changin', I use the alarm on my phone. I can just ask Siri software to wake me up. I now carry a travel alarm clock, which was a staple on the travel checklist for years and years. Fill in the blank: I would love to see __________ answer these questions. ... The girl of my dreams, the one I'm going to marry. What is the best advice you've ever received? People
are much more similar than separating; Everyone you'll ever meet is something you don't know. Is there anything else you want to add that could be interesting to readers and fans? A good hack lets you do more with less. We need some wonderfully heavy hacks to address climate change. So hey everybody, let's get busy! I ask how work series heroes, experts, and flat-out
productive people share their shortcuts, workspaces, routines, and more. Every other Wednesday we will feature a new guest and gadgets, apps, tips, and tricks that keep them going. Is there anyone you want to see painted, or do you think we should ask? Email Andy. Photo by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (Flickr). White window shades during the hot weather reflect the
warmth of the sun away from your home to rock and wasp/ShutterstockOpt and keep them closed during the day. Refrigerated food and beverages in containers off BravissimoS/ShutterstockStore; If left open, they release moisture and put more burden on the compressor of the device. iStock/MaxiphotoPlace lamps and TVs are not far away from the thermostat so off due to the
heat air conditioning systems run longer than they need. Originally published: July 03, 2018 Your Mexican beach vacation was great, but, man, those margaritas can definitely put on the pounds. It's been two months, and you're still taking around an extra tenner — despite a new running routine and a lot of #&amp;*&amp;@$black. So why isn't your weight falling? It is the same
with energy bills. of 89 percent of us That we're doing the right things is lowering energy costs, and nearly half of us think our homes are already Efficient. Nevertheless, 59% of us say our bills are going up, not down, despite the economy's efforts for us. We're rationalizing: We bought these [LEDs] so now I can leave the lights on and don't pay more, says Suzanne Shelton, CEO
of Shelton Group, a marketing agency that specializes in energy efficiency and she did this research. I ate salad, so I could have chocolate cake. Much denial? It seems we're giving in to higher utility bills. But it's not that way. Financing it's a confusing time, but lenders are putting treatment, like tolerance, in place to help homeowners. Be home on the yard and patio block that run
from insects. Being a good partner for buy and sell agents you pick will make you both happy house hunters. You just need to know what reform will actually make the biggest difference to reduce your bills. There are five, and the good news is they're actually (seriously) cheap. You can go straight to them, but there's another thing you can do that doesn't cost a penny – and will
drop your cost: be careful about your relationship with energy think about it. Energy is the only product we buy a month later on a daily basis without knowing how much it costs, says Cliff Majersik, executive director of the Institute for Market Change, a research and policy-making nonprofit focused on improving the energy efficiency of buildings. With other services you get the
option to buy based on the price. With energy you don't get that option — unless you decide not to buy intentionally. You can take control by making yourself aware that you're spending money on something you don't need to leave home with high, light and ceiling fans with AC every time, and your computer wakes up wider. Related: Did you know you should never leave a ceiling
fan on when you leave a room? This mindfulness is important because your relationship with energy is getting more intense. You (and practically every other person on the planet) are plugged in more and more. Used to be that heating and cooling were the biggest energy hogs, but now appliances, electronics, water heating, and light together have that dubious honor, according
to Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, based on data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the research arm of the Department of Energy (DOE). Energy is the only product we spend on a daily basis until a month later. - Cliff Mazersic, executive director of the Institute for Market Transformation, means it's also time to banish four assumptions that are
sabotaging your energy efficiency efforts: 1. New homes (under 30 years old) are already energy efficient as they were built for code. Don't bank on it. Building codes change very regularly, so new homes benefit from improvements, says Lee Ann Head, vice president of research and insight with Shelton Group. 2. Utilities are out to get us: They'll not jack up prices What do we do?
It may feel cathartic to blame them (Shelton's research suggests consumers blame oil companies and utilities above government), but to get any rate changes, utilities should make a formal case for public utility commissions. 3. Energy improvement should pay for itself. Good wish, but it doesn't work that way. When Shelton Group asked consumers if they would expect to recoup
if they invested $4,000 in energy-efficient home improvements, they said about 80%. Unless you invest in renewable energy sources like geothermal and solar, you won't see that kind of savings. (Sorry. ) Even if you do all the right things, the most you should expect is a 20% to 30% reduction annually, head says. This is still important in the long term. What translates into 30%?
According to Lawrence Berkeley and EIA, $618 per year, or $52 per month, based on average household energy spending of $2,060 per year. 4. Expensive improvements will have the biggest impact. That's why homeowners often choose pricey projects like replacing windows, which should probably be fifth or sixth on the list of energy-efficient improvements, Shelton says. There
is nothing wrong with investing in new windows. They feel strong; Look beautiful; Can increase the value of your home; feel safer than old, crooked windows; And, yes, the energy savings you can feel (no more draft) offer. But new windows are the wrong choice if the project was to reduce its own due energy costs. According to EnergyStar, you can replace double-pane windows
with new skilled ones for about $9,000 to $12,000 and save $27 to $111 per year on your energy bill. (Saving is high if you change single-pane windows.) Or you can spend around $1,000 for new insulation, cauldron and sealing, and save 11% on your energy bill, or $227. 5 things that really work to cut energy costs 1. Cauldron and seal air leaks. Buy a few cans of great stuff and
seal yourself around for a knock out over the weekend: Lighting like plumbing linesElectric wires Saving WindowsCrawlspacesAttics: up to $227 a year — and even if you add or upgrade your insulation. Related: Lots of homes also have this huge air leak 2. Hire a pro to seal the ductwork and tune-up your HVAC. Leaky ducts are a common energy-wasting. Savings: Up to $412 a
year. 3. Program your thermostat. Shelton says 40% of consumers in her survey admit they don't have their own thermostat program for energy savings. He thinks it's even more. Savings: Up to $180 a year. 4. Replace all your light bulbs with LEDs. They are coming down in price, making them even more cost-effective. Savings: $75 a year or more from its five most frequently
used bulbs with energy star-rated models to replace. RELATED: LED bulbs are confusing, but here's a guide to 5 help. Your Water Heater Reduce the temperature. Set your tank heater to 120 degrees — not 140 degrees are most set out of the box. Also wrap an old water heater and warm wrap Pipes in insulating materials to save on heat loss. Savings: $12 to $30 a year for
each 10-temp. Lack of degrees in NOTES: Oppose the total insistence of these five numbers for annual savings. Estimated savings for each product or activity cannot be summed up due to the interactive effect, says doe. If you first replace your central AC with more efficient, savings, say, 15% on energy consumption, and then sealed ducts, you won't save as much total energy
on duct sealing as you would if you sealed them for the first time. At that point there is simply less energy to save. Bonus tip for more savings may be available to help you pay for energy improvements in your usability. Contact them directly, or visit DSIRE, a database of federal, state, local, and utility discounts can be searched by the state. The Energy Star is also a discount and
discount finder. Related: Fun DIY Projects to Cut Energy Use Use
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